Up until the great recession of 2008, people’s attitude towards buying art was twofold. One direction
would buy known named artists that they like the look of and the other would be to just buy anything
beautiful. However since the crash people’s attitude has changed greatly. People no longer trust the
banks keeping their money, even so the banks don’t really even give a return anymore, that is if they
don’t go bust and lose their funds altogether. In such volatile times, buying art became an appealing
option to more and more investors. They are either buying works by big blue chip artists such as
Warhol, Picasso, Miró, Indiana, Bacon or Banksy, or they are looking for the next big thing, a hot up
‘n’ coming artist, such as Bambi.

BAMBI’S HISTORY SO FAR
Bambi, the biggest rising star from the UK street art scene – started off as an incognito artist gracing
London’s walls with her street pieces. Her Amy Winehouse portrait in Camden (pic below, left) was
famously whitewashed and later repainted in a slightly different way (pic below, left). It is now protected
by Perspex and considered a metropolitan cultural milestone just like many Banksy’s.

Her quotations have constantly increased since the buzz around her started. International
celebrities and entrepreneurs are buying her artworks and recently supermodel Kate Moss chose her to
paint a personal street art portrait for £50000.
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Her original artworks prices still haven’t reached a peak such as the one experienced by Banksy’s in
2008, but as the early growth of the quotations for these two artists is comparable, it isn’t unlikely
to happen in a few years time.

Michael Jacobsen is a Professional Company Director, Consultant and Business Mentor. His work has
been instrumental in companies gaining funding of over US$105m in the past 8 years. He co-Founded
and was Founding Co-Producer globally of Dirty Dancing –The Classic story on Stage, now recognized
as one of the most successful theatrical shows ever produced and was built into a business valued at
US$100m during the time of Michael’s involvement. But that’s just one of his many success stories…
In this exclusive interview, Michael talks about himself and his career and about his approach to
collecting art from both the point of view of an art lover and of a wise investor.

Q: Michael, when did you first know that you had this vision of being a great entrepreneur?
Michael Jacobsen: Ever since I bought my first shares on the stock market when I was 16 and sold them
for a profit. From then on I was addicted to business!
Q: Which business up to date do you feel you have benefited most and why?
MJ: I love the creative sector and even thought I have been involved with businesses across various sectors
including property and food and beverage, I have a special passion for Creative Sector and digital media
business. One of my favourite businesses has been Dirty Dancing, the musical co owned and co produced
this globally I work actively as.
Q: Have you ever turned down a request for your help?
MJ: I am active in business as an entrepreneur and I also sit on the Boards of a few companies.
Additionally I mentor both commercially and for some not for profits like NACUE and the School for
Creative Start Ups. I love helping start up and growing entrepreneurs grow their businesses and there is
rarely time when I can’t help someone or help them get on the right path. I have been through the good,
bad and ugly in businesses which means I can help others from a point of understanding –not from the
point of view or a salesman or a teacher who has never been in business.
Q: What do you think of art?
MJ: I believe art is a wonderful medium and London is where art is showcased at its very best. From the
Portrait Gallery to the Tate to amazing independent Galleries like Walton Fine Arts, it is an art lover’s
dream to be in.
Q: Do you believe it to be an investment?
MJ: Art is an excellent investment in my view and is a great place to stash money away for long term
capital growth. The best part about this is that unlike lots of long term investments get to enjoy looking at
it every day so it provides you with nourishment as well as growing your funds. It is increasingly being
accepted as a solid investment class globally however.

Q: What type of works do you have in your collection?
MJ: I have traditionally collected Bronze and I also have some famous Australian artists such as Pro Hart
in my collection…Since I moved to Europe from Australia I have had many of them in storage but I have
my favourite, a life size leopard by South African sculptor Donald Greig, in my office.
Q: Is there any reason why you decided to take the path of these particular artists?
MJ: I buy art or bronzes that capture my heart. That’s the great thing about art. You don’t look only at the
numbers; you buy it because you fall in love with it. To paraphrase John Kay, author of Obliquity,
sometimes the best route to achieving something is to go the other direction. If you want to make a profit
don’t chase money, do something that you love and can have fun with.
Q: What do you look for and in which order of significance, when you are buying an artwork? Is it
the aesthetics of the artwork and where it would go or the investment angle?
MJ: I look at the appearance of the art and if it captures my heart first if it’s purely for pleasure. If I am
looking to insert it into my portfolio, I look at heart first and mind second and balance the two together.
With something like art, unless you have a crystal ball in front of you, it’s always got to be a balance
between both (heart and mind) for investment purposes.
Q: What advice would you give our first time collectors, when it comes to buying art?
MJ: Buy something you like something that you enjoy looking at and make sure you have a passion for the
piece and the artist. Art’s main purpose is for enjoyment.
Q: What advice would you give to our existing collectors on extending their collection?
MJ: I believe we should always consult experts on areas that don’t play to our strengths o even for
additional assistance. No athlete runs without a Coach; no actor acts without a Director; yet in business
and investment people often feel that getting help or a Mentor is a sign of weakness. My advice is to get
help and go to an expert in the field like Walton Fine Arts to guide your purchase and help transition your
passion into a solid investment decision.
Q: How would you differentiate, between art as an investment and other investments, for example
property?
MJ: Art is an investment that you can enjoy and one that is often completely counter cyclical. An artist’s
rise to prominence can occur without or without a recession; with or without a property dip and with or
without a stock market crash. It also does not interplay with the usual economic sectors and as such, is
sector neutral is most ways. Art is also an excellent long term growth asset and, like wineries being
accepted as a good addition to a balanced investment portfolio.

Watch out for Michael’s new book, coming out soon!
www.michaeljacobsen.org

